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Abstract 

In plant cytokinesis, de novo formation of a cell plate evolving into the new cell wall partitions the 

cytoplasm of the dividing cell. Cell plate formation involves highly orchestrated vesicle 

accumulation, fusion, and membrane network maturation supported by the temporary integration 

of elastic and pliable callose. The small molecule, Endosidin 7 (ES7) arrests late cytokinesis in 

Arabidopsis by inhibiting callose deposition at the cell plate. Its effect is specific, as it does not 

broadly affect endomembrane trafficking or cytoskeletal organization. It has emerged as a very 

valuable tool for dissecting this essential plant process. In order to gain deeper insights regarding 

its mode of action and the effects of cytokinesis inhibition on overall plant growth, we investigated 

the effect of ES7 through a nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy metabolomics approach. In 
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this case study, profiles of Arabidopsis leaf and root tissues were analyzed at different growth 

stages and ES7 exposure levels.  The results show tissue-specific changes in the plant metabolic 

profile across a developmental gradient, and the effect that ES7 treatment has on the corresponding 

metabolome. The ES7 induced profile suggests metabolic compensations in central metabolism 

pathways in response to cytokinesis inhibition.  Further, this study shows that long-term treatment 

of ES7 disrupts the homeostasis of primary metabolism in Arabidopsis seedlings, likely via 

alteration of hormonal regulation. 

 

Keywords: cell division, plant primary metabolism, Arabidopsis thaliana, NMR-spectroscopy, 

cytokinesis inhibition 
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Introduction 

In a large-scale chemical genetics screening of small molecules interfering with endomembrane 

trafficking and polysaccharide deposition in Arabidopsis (Drakakaki et al., 2011), a number of 

highly specific compounds were identified. Among these compounds, Endosidin 7 (ES7), a 

heterocyclic organic molecule with attributes of both flavonoid and alkaloid derivatives, 

specifically inhibits callose deposition at the division plane and results in late-stage cytokinesis 

arrest (Park et al., 2014). Cytokinesis is a fundamental process of all life on earth, essential for 

plant growth and development. It is a highly regulated process, that involves the accumulation of 

membrane material coordinated with biopolymer deposition, such as callose, to structurally 

stabilize the maturing cell plate while it transitions into a new cell wall (Lipka et al., 2015; Samuels 

et al., 1995; Smertenko et al., 2017). Currently, little is known regarding the integration and 

coordination of polysaccharide deposition in conjunction with membrane maturation during cell 

plate expansion (McMichael and Bednarek, 2013; Drakakaki, 2015). Understanding the 

adjustment of the plant’s metabolome in response to ES7 treatment can provide insights into major 

metabolic fluxes during plant cytokinesis and potential compensating mechanisms. 

The timely inhibition of cytokinesis by ES7 has been used to reveal the interplay of specific vesicle 

populations during cell plate assembly (Park et al., 2014; Davis et al., 2016). Using ES7 as a tool, 

the timely pattern of vesicle contributions during cell plate expansion can be dissected in order to 

better understand their role. This includes distinguishing between the early arrival of GTPase 

labeled cytokinetic vesicles and the vesicle fusion mechanisms visualized by the cytokinesis-

specific SNARE protein, KNOLLE (Park et al., 2014). Furthermore, elevated levels of clathrin-

coated vesicles accompany callose deposition during cytokinesis. The amount of these vesicles is 

reduced under ES7 treatment, suggesting they are stabilized through the temporal integration of 

callose (Park et al., 2014). The consistent effects of ES7 across the plant kingdom, from early 

diverging algae, e.g. Charophyte Penium margaritaceum, to higher plants, demonstrate that the 

pathways affected by ES7 are evolutionarily conserved (Davis et al., 2020). Previous research in 

Arabidopsis showed that the application of ES7 indirectly inhibits, callose synthase activity, 

namely the incorporation of UDP-glucose into β-1,3-glucan (Park et al., 2014).   

Arabidopsis thaliana is a well-established model organism, employed in many studies aimed at 

understanding the biological functions across the plant kingdom (Meinke et al., 1998). A large 
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number of detailed omics studies have been carried out to map and investigate the transcriptome, 

proteome, as well as metabolome of Arabidopsis during growth and development (Van Norman 

and Benfey, 2009; Joyce and Palsson, 2006; Hennig, 2007). This combined wealth of knowledge 

for Arabidopsis makes this model plant an excellent choice for performing untargeted metabolite 

analysis during plant development. The popularity of using Arabidopsis as a model system has led 

to several nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based metabolomics studies in both solution and 

solid-state samples (Sekiyama et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2007; Gromova and Roby, 2010; Yuan et 

al., 2016). Approaches of 1H high-resolution magic angle spinning NMR, circumventing the need 

for elaborate sample preparation and allowing utilization of solid-state NMR spectroscopy for the 

study of intact leaves, were more recently developed (Augustijn et al., 2016, 2018). NMR-based 

methods for studying plant metabolomics, including sample preparation protocols and data 

analysis approaches, have been continuously refined (Kim et al., 2010; Deborde et al., 2019). 

In order to understand the effect of ES7 on the overall plant development, physiology, and 

metabolism, we performed an NMR-based metabolomics analysis. Given the metabolism 

differences that exist between aerial tissues and roots, including photosynthetic activity, carbon 

assimilation, and nutrient acquisition (Thomas and Rodriguez, 1994; Koch, 1996; Abramoff and 

Finzi, 2015), we investigated both roots and leaves separately in our study. Metabolites were 

monitored in roots and leaves of treated and non-treated Arabidopsis seedlings, over a period of 4-

10 days. In order to investigate the factors affecting metabolite levels across developmental stages 

and ES7 treatment, we utilized a partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) for 

classification of the metabolites and a comprehensive multivariate statistical analysis to identify 

and quantify the metabolites that are differentially altered due to ES7 treatment.  We found that 

the concentrations of over 50 metabolites are affected in Arabidopsis roots and leaves as a result 

of ES7 induced cytokinesis inhibition. Additionally, our work provides an NMR-based 

metabolomics protocol to study the effect of small molecules on plant metabolism. 

 

Material and Methods 

Plant materials and metabolite extraction 

Arabidopsis seedlings were germinated on agar media with half-strength MS basal salts and 1% 

sucrose. Square plates were oriented vertically during growth. Seedlings were grown at 22°C with 
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a 16h light cycle at ~80 μE light intensity. ES7 was dissolved in DMSO and supplemented into 

the medium at concentrations of 0, 3, 5, and 10 μM.  

During sample harvesting roots and leaves were separated by cutting with razor blades, and 

metabolites were extracted following a standard procedure (Orr et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2010). All 

seedlings in one plate contributed to an individual biological replicate. Briefly, tissue was 

homogenized with mortar and pestle in liquid nitrogen, and metabolites were extracted in methanol 

as follows. Homogenized tissue was lysed using 3 volumes of ice-cold 80/20 (v/v) methanol/water 

in 1.5 mL tubes by vortexing/trituration and then incubated for 20 minutes on ice. Samples were 

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 10,000 g, and the clarified supernatant was dried in a speed-

vacuum/lyophilizer, and the dried pellet was stored at -80°C. Subsequent sample preparation for 

NMR spectroscopy was performed on the dried samples as described below. 

For chlorophyll quantification in leaves, 10 days after germination (DAG) seedlings, grown as 

described above, were used. The glucanase activity assay was performed using crude extracts of 

10 DAG leaves. 

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

For the 1H NMR analysis, aforementioned extracted samples were resuspended to a final volume 

of 600 μl in D2O, with 0.35 mM sodium trimethylsilyl [2,2,3,3-d4] propionate (TSP), added to 

each lyophilized, titrated extract for chemical shift calibration. All sample preparations were 

performed over a period of two days and samples subsequently stored at 4°C. Quantitative 1H-

NMR spectra were recorded at 800 MHz and 300 K on an Avance III spectrometer (Bruker Biospin, 

Wissembourg, France) using a 5-mm ATMA broadband inverse probe. One-dimensional 1H 

experiments, with a mild presaturation of water resonance, were performed with a 90° pulse angle.   

The spectra were processed and analyzed with Chenomx NMR Suite 8.1 software (Chenomx Inc., 

2014). Fourier-transformed spectra were multiplied with an exponential weighting function 

corresponding to a line-broadening of 0.5 Hz.  All the spectra were manually phase-corrected, 

baseline optimized, and referenced to TSP. The metabolite peaks of the processed spectra were 

analyzed and assigned to their chemical shifts using the built-in Chenomx and the Human 

Metabolome Database (Wishart et al., 2018). The assigned metabolites were compared and 

confirmed through chemical shift values of other NMR based metabolomics studies performed in 

Arabidopsis (Hendrawati et al., 2006; Gromova and Roby, 2010; Augustijn et al., 2016), and 
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through comparison with the Metabolomic Repository Bordeaux (MeRy-B) database (Deborde 

and Jacob, 2014). The concentrations of the assigned metabolites were determined with the 

Chenomx software and the concentration of the internal standard sodium 

trimethylsilylpropanesulfonate (DSS) as reference (Gromova and Roby, 2010).  

Statistical analysis of NMR spectroscopy datasets 

Metabolite concentrations in the leaf and root extracts of the different experimental conditions 

were analyzed using a multivariate statistical analysis based on previously established methods 

(Krishnan et al., 2014; Khan et al., 2009). Briefly, a linear model fit was determined for each 

analyte using the LIMMA package in R (R Core Team, 2018) and lists of analytes with the most 

evident differential levels between the groups (control vs. treatment; leaves vs. roots; growth 

periods and ES7 concentration) were obtained. Significant analytes were selected by a two-step 

process. First, the initial data set consisted of measurements of all the analytes for which a signal 

was detected for at least one feature (e.g., control group at 4 DAG) for one condition. Second, the 

data from all the comparisons were combined into a single data set. The resulting combined data 

set consisted of analytes that exhibited modulation for at least one experimental comparison tested. 

Differential measurements within groups of samples, i.e. control samples at a particular day and 

ES7 treated samples, were detected by an F test. P-values for different analytes were transformed 

to compensate for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) adjustment for 

multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; 

Benjamini et al., 2001). Fold changes were derived from multivariate statistical analysis. This 

analysis allowed a comparison of more than one statistical variable in one group, and therefore 

increases the statistical dimensionality of the data to provide a more meaningful value for fold 

change and adjusted p-values across multiple comparisons. The threshold for significance was a p-

value < 0.1 for all tests with a fold change of (log2) > 1.5, unless otherwise stated in the specific 

analysis. All the analyses and plots were produced using a combination of Bioconductor and R 

(Gentleman et al., 2004; R Core Team, 2018).   

Spectrophotometric assays 

Glucanase activity assays were performed according to Choudhury et al. (2010). Leaves of 10 

DAG Arabidopsis seedlings harvested from agar plates were homogenized in liquid nitrogen with 

50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH5.2) containing 1 mM PMSF in a 1:1 w/v ratio using mortar and 
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pestle. The homogenates were then filtered through Miracloth (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA, 

USA), and subsequently cleared by 1000g centrifugation at 4°C for 2 min. The clear upper phase 

of the lysate was desalted by size exclusion chromatography using a PD MiniTrap G-25 prepacked 

column (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) with assay buffer as eluent. The protein content was 

measured by the Bradford protein assay (Bradford, 1976) and extracted proteins were used for the 

glucanase assay and background level estimation as described below. The assay mixture of 100 

μL contained 50 μL desalted crude extract, 1 μL of DMSO or DMSO containing ES7, 19 μL of DI 

water, and 30 μL laminarin (TCI America, Portland, OR, USA) to yield a final concentration of 

15 g/L as substrate. The standard curve was built with 3.125 to 100 μg of glucose dissolved in the 

assay buffer. Assays were performed at 50°C for 45 min, and terminated with 900 μL 3,5-

dinitrosalicylic acid reagent at 85 °C for 10 min, before measuring the absorbance at 510 nm on a 

spectrophotometer (UV-1700, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). Background levels of reduced sugars in 

the assay were determined using boiled protein extracts as reference. Leaf chlorophyll content was 

quantified according to established protocols (Porra et al., 1989). Briefly, weighed Arabidopsis 

leaves (20-40 mg) were extracted with 400 μL methanol/chloroform (2:1, v/v) for 1 h, and 300 μL 

water with 125 μL chloroform was added into the mixture to facilitate phase separation. After 

centrifugation at 10000g for 5 min, the lower chloroform phase was dried by air and resuspended 

in methanol. Chlorophyll a and b content was calculated from the sample absorbance at 665.2 nm, 

652 nm, and 750 nm, with the extinction coefficient in methanol, using the formula indicated by 

Porra et al. (1989). 

 

Results 

Phenotypic responses of ES7 treated Arabidopsis seedlings 

Arabidopsis seedlings were grown for 4, 5, 6, 10 days after germination (DAG) with 0 μM ES7 in 

the media as reference and control (Fig 1A, B). ES7 treatment was assessed by growing seedlings 

on media containing 3, 5, or 10 μM ES7 for up to 6 or 10 days (Fig 1A, B). The chosen ES7 

concentration range was based on the previously established IC50 at 5 μM by root growth inhibition 

(Park et al., 2014). Given that ES7 reduces plant growth, we allowed the plants to grow for 6 or 

10 days to ensure the availability of sufficient harvestable material for metabolite analysis. 

Seedlings were grown in vertical orientation in the plates to encourage directional root growth. 
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Metabolites were extracted from leaves and roots and NMR spectra were recorded. ES7 treated 

seedlings exhibited consistently shorter roots, in a concentration-dependent manner, compared to 

untreated controls (Fig 1B), corroborating earlier observations (Park et al. 2014). Notably, loss of 

gravitropism was observed in ES7 treated 10 DAG samples. The aerial part of the leaves was 

similarly affected, as indicated by its diminished growth. To assess the impact on the leaves, we 

measured the chlorophyll content of 10 DAG seedlings treated with 10 μM ES7. The leaf 

chlorophyll content showed a >50% reduction compared to the untreated control (Fig 1C), 

indicating a significant loss of photosynthetic activity. 

 

The effect of ES7 treatment is greater than the effect of developmental stages on the 

Arabidopsis metabolomes  

Generally, a difference in the NMR spectra representing the metabolite profiles was observed for 

the different tissues, as shown by spectral excerpts of 4 DAG seedlings (S1A Fig). A partial least 

squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) of all the untreated leaf and root samples (S1B Fig), 

underscores the prominent difference between leaf and root metabolites. Biological triplicates of 

control metabolomes for each time point were tightly correlated with each other, demonstrating 

the robustness of our analysis (S2 Fig). In general, the NMR spectra of the leaves tend to have 

additional spectral features at the aromatic region and beyond (>7.00 ppm) in comparison with the 

NMR spectra of the roots (S2 Fig). Furthermore, in considering all the untreated samples (all 

DAGs, Fig 2A), the metabolites of the root samples cluster much tighter than that of leaves (S1B 

Fig), indicating a larger variation in the leaf samples. PLS-DA on the different DAG control 

metabolomes showed a difference across the development gradient (Fig 2A, PC1 = 16.8% and 

18.8% for leaves and roots, respectively). 

Given that both plant development and chemical inhibition are contributing to the observed 

phenotypes, a series of statistical analyses were applied to determine if the ES7 treatment is the 

dominant factor contributing to the metabolite changes.  We then analyzed the metabolite data of 

all 27 samples (Fig 1A) for roots and leaves, respectively, in order to assess the correlation of 

metabolomes across the developmental gradient and ES7 treatment. For both roots and leaves, 

PLS-DA of 0, 3, 5, and 10 μM ES7 entries are grouped tightly into areas of 95% confidence regions, 

marked by ellipses, and are well separated from the collective metabolome of the 12 untreated 
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controls, across the developmental gradient (Fig 2B). Even at the lowest used ES7 concentration 

of 3 μM, no cluster overlap was observed with the control samples (Fig 2B, PC1 = 8.3% and 13.8% 

for leaves and roots, respectively). Focusing on the 10 DAG metabolomes (Fig 2C), with 0, 3, 5, 

and 10 μM ES7 concentrations, a clear separation of clusters was observed, accounting for the 

chemical treatment. This unequivocally demonstrates that the metabolic differences between 

samples are primarily explained by ES7 concentration rather than the developmental gradient of 

the sample.  

ES7 disrupts the homeostasis of primary metabolism in Arabidopsis 

After verifying that ES7 treatment caused significant changes in metabolome composition, 

surpassing that of the developmental gradient, we focused on identifying the most prominently 

altered metabolites. Through PLS-DA analysis (Fig 2), the sub-groups of samples either due to 

developmental gradient or the concentration gradient of ES7 are discriminated. To increase the 

sensitivity of metabolite detection within the biomarker window and the statistical power of 

biological replicates, we focused on comparing ES7 effect between treated and untreated samples 

in the leaves or roots, independent of the developmental stage. Metabolite level changes were 

considered significant when the threshold of fold-change (log2) > 1.5 with corresponding adjusted 

p-values < 0.1. Fifty-three metabolites were significantly changed upon ES7 treatment in leaves 

or roots (p < 0.1), as listed in S1 Table (ES7 treatment n =15, control n =12). Individual 

compounds in S1 Table was first searched in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 

(KEGG, genome.jp/kegg, (Kanehisa et al., 2002)) for their roles in Arabidopsis metabolic 

pathways. Their putative involvement and role in the biochemical pathways of leaves and roots 

are summarized in Fig 3, with a network map adapted from KEGG pathways. Detected metabolites 

can be categorized into components and derivatives of seven major metabolic pathways, including 

carbohydrate metabolism (Ruan, 2014), glycolysis and Krebs cycle (Plaxton, 1996; Sweetlove et 

al., 2010), glycerophospholipid metabolism, branched-chain amino acid metabolism (Binder, 

2010), glycine, serine, and arginine metabolism (Bourguignon et al., 1998; Hildebrandt et al., 

2015), shikimate pathway (Maeda and Dudareva, 2012), and pentose phosphate pathway (Kruger 

and Von Schaewen, 2003), as indicated in S1 Table. The average concentrations of the metabolites 

in the control or ES7 treatment are listed for leaves and roots, respectively (S2 Table), and 

individual biological replicates are shown in the boxplot to indicate the variation of each of the 
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metabolites in the treatment (Fig 4). Most of the detected metabolites are considered to be part of 

primary metabolism pathways, involved in central plant growth and developmental processes.  

There were four metabolites with uncharacterized biosynthetic pathways: methylguanidine, 

dimethylamine, trimethylamine, and acetylsalicylate. These metabolites were plotted in the 

metabolite map based on structural similarity with putative precursors, as indicated by dashed lines 

with a break in the arrows (Fig 3). Methylguanidine and trimethylamine have been independently 

reported in plant metabolomes using NMR spectroscopy (Wang et al., 2016) and liquid 

chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (Tsukaya et al., 2015).  

A dominant part of the modulated root metabolites showed an increase upon ES7 treatment (Fig 

3B), in contrast to a decrease in leaves (Fig 3A). This difference likely reflects the different 

metabolic needs and compensatory mechanisms in aerial tissues and roots. The levels of most 

reduced sugars and their derivatives showed increased accumulation in roots and a reduction in 

leaves upon ES7 treatment, with the exception of maltose and sucrose showing a decrease in roots 

(Fig 4A, S2 Table). The physiological concentration of maltose has been shown to maintain 

membrane potential and protect the photosynthetic electron transport chain in vitro (Kaplan and 

Guy, 2004). The decrease of maltose in both roots and leaves upon ES7 treatment may be an 

indication of disrupted primary metabolism homeostasis. In roots, ES7 induced increases in 

compounds upstream of polyamine biosynthesis, including creatine, guanidinoacetate, and 

sarcosine (Fig 4E), and they are derivatives of glycine, serine, and arginine metabolism. ES7 

treated roots also exhibited an increase in 4-aminobutyrate (GABA) (Fig 4B), a derivative of Krebs 

cycle, and its production is closely related to in vivo polyamine levels under stress (Zarei et al., 

2016; Shelp et al., 2012). ES7 also induced changes of ferulate, syringate, 5-hydroxyindole-3-

acetate, and xanthurenate in both roots and leaves (Fig 4F). As products of shikimate pathway, 

these compounds are phenylpropanoid and tryptophan derivatives related to the precursors for the 

biosynthesis of plant hormones, auxin and salicylic acid (Zhao, 2014; Dempsey et al., 2011). These 

metabolite changes suggest a pronounced effect of ES7 on the plant hormone biosynthesis 

pathways. 
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The pool of UDP-glucose and glucose are not significantly affected by ES7 

We did not detect significant changes in the direct metabolic substrate and degradation product of 

callose (β-1,3-glucan), namely UDP-glucose and glucose, upon ES7 treatment (Fig 3). This shows 

that inhibition of cytokinesis specific callose deposition does not cause a global change in the 

precursor pool. This is not surprising, given that UDP-glucose is involved in many metabolic 

activities and other cell wall polysaccharide biosynthesis steps, like starch and cellulose, beyond 

the transient accumulation of callose at the cell plate.   

Callose deposition is regulated by the activity of both callose synthases and β-1,3-glucanases (Fig 

5A) (Levy et al., 2007). Arabidopsis has twelve homologs of callose synthases (Verma and Hong, 

2001) and fifty homologs of β-1,3-glucanases (Doxey et al., 2007). It is plausible that ES7 

enhances the activity of cytokinetic β-1,3-glucanase(s), leading to higher phragmoplast callose 

degradation, thereby inhibiting polymer availability. To test this hypothesis, we examined the total 

glucanase activity modulation in Arabidopsis crude extracts following treatment with ES7. At 10 

μM and 100 μM ES7, total glucanase activity in the crude extracts of Arabidopsis seedlings did 

not show a statistically significant change compared to the DMSO control (Fig 5B). This strongly 

suggests that global β-1,3-glucanase activity is not affected by ES7, and corroborates our NMR 

observations that ES7 does not cause a significant change in the direct metabolic substrate and 

degradation product of callose.   

 

Discussion 

NMR-based metabolomics reveals small molecule induced changes 

Plant metabolomics can be defined as the quantitative measurement of the time-related 

multiparametric metabolic response of the plants to environmental stimuli or genetic modification. 

The metabolomic information content is complementary to the genomic and proteomic approaches 

towards the interpretation of biological function and mechanism (Tian et al., 2007; Schauer and 

Fernie, 2006). Transcriptome and proteome analyses have been extensively recruited to study how 

tissue-specific responses are coordinated during growth, toward identifying mechanisms of plant 

development (Schad et al., 2005; Plant et al., 2012; Sreenivasulu et al., 2004; Müller et al., 2010; 

Ghatak et al., 2016). Especially in the field of gene expression analysis, recent analytical and 

methodical developments have allowed single-cell level-based analysis, which can help us 
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understand how gene networks are organized and regulated at the cellular level (Nakazono et al., 

2003; Brandt, 2002; Karrer et al., 1995). In the field of metabolomics, attempts to describe the 

metabolome of single cells have been based on tandem mass spectrometry techniques (Misra et al., 

2014). In pioneering work, improving spatial resolution, a survey of the subcellular distribution of 

metabolites in the Arabidopsis thaliana leaf was performed towards cytosol, vacuole, and plastid 

fractions by Krueger and colleagues using GC-TOF/MS and LC/MS. The results provided a 

topological metabolite map, highlighting an initial step to analyze the metabolic dynamics between 

subcellular compartments (Krueger et al., 2011). While a metabolomic analysis can be performed 

using several mass spectrometry-based analytical chemistry techniques, NMR spectroscopy-based 

metabolomics analysis has some distinct advantages (Wolfender et al., 2019; Emwas et al., 2019). 

These may include easy and rapid sample preparation, free of derivatization analysis that offers 

high-throughput and quantitative analysis using NMR with a single internal standard (Izquierdo-

García et al., 2011; Marti et al., 2013; Nagana Gowda and Raftery, 2017). In the field of plant 

biology, NMR techniques have been utilized in cell wall polymer characterization (Dick-Perez et 

al., 2012; Phyo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2016); however, the application of 

NMR-based metabolomics in plants is limited (Kim et al., 2011a), partially due to the insufficient 

availability of open-access NMR spectral libraries for plant metabolites (Ludwig et al., 2012; 

Johnson and Lange, 2015). External chemical stimuli NMR studies without tissue specificity have 

been conducted to evaluate the response of the plant defense inducer benzothiadiazole (Hien Dao 

et al., 2009), the hormone methyl jasmonate (Hendrawati et al., 2006), the trafficking inhibitor 

Sortin 1 (Orr et al., 2014), and the pathogen Verticillium dahliae (Su et al., 2018). The Arabidopsis 

metabolic profiles, with and without pharmacological inhibition, presented here can contribute to 

an enhanced understanding of general plant responses to small molecule stimuli. 

 

Tissue-specific metabolomes to dissect small molecule induced responses in plants 

We combined tissue-specific metabolite changes as a response to a small molecule, Endosidin 7, 

through NMR spectroscopy. In this study, 1H NMR spectroscopy profiling was applied to 

Arabidopsis leaves and roots separately, clearly demonstrating distinct tissue-specific differences 

quantified via PLS-DA (S1 Fig). Tissue-specific metabolomics has been utilized to study plant 

metabolism upon abiotic or biotic stress (Kim et al., 2011b; Ullah et al., 2017). Root and leaf 
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metabolic responses towards sublethal cadmium exposure, high salt stress, and low potassium 

stress, respectively, were characterized via GC or LC-MS, and principal component analysis (PCA) 

of the three independent metabolomics studies consistently indicated differential responses in root 

and leaf tissue of Arabidopsis and Barley (Keunen et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2013). 

In addition, Novák et al. (2012) studied the tissue-specific Arabidopsis auxin metabolome by LC-

MRM-MS, for both roots and leaves of wild type and auxin over-producing lines. PCA analysis 

also indicated overproduction of auxin led to distinct modulation profiles in which up-regulation 

or down-regulation of the metabolites in leaves and roots did not follow a parallel pattern (Novák 

et al., 2012). In melons, tissue-specific metabolite changes via NMR were observed under the 

exposure to the powdery mildew disease, in mold-resistant rootstocks (roots) and susceptible 

watermelon scions (aerial parts), with both showing opposite changes in the level of root and leaf 

metabolites. The authors put forward the hypothesis that translocation of metabolites between 

rootstocks and scions through the vascular system is responsible for the antiparallel metabolome 

modulation (Mahmud et al., 2015). Our observed trend of metabolite level changes in leaves and 

roots upon ES7 treatment is also strikingly different (Fig 3, S1 Table), although the cellular 

phenotype of late cytokinesis arrest is observed in both leaves and roots after ES7 treatment (Park 

et al., 2014).  

While one possible explanation of this antiparallel response in roots and leaves results from 

aberrant translocation of metabolites between plant organs under ES7 treatment, a second possible 

explanation is that intrinsic tissue-specific regulation of primary metabolic pathways is not 

concomitant in plant organs under stressed conditions.  

The cited studies above, together with our presented data, indicate the importance of tissue-specific 

investigation to assess the coordinated responses of plant organs via NMR metabolomics.  

 

Long term ES7 treatment may disrupt Arabidopsis hormonal homeostasis  

We performed a long-term ES7 treatment of 6 or 10 DAG in order to investigate the metabolic 

phenotype that captures both the long-term growth inhibition and the cellular phenotype of arrested 

cell division. Both the morphological phenotype and metabolite changes induced by ES7 treatment 

suggested a disruption of hormonal homeostasis. Loss of gravitropism is a sign of possible 

disruption of hormonal regulation, as gravitropism is regulated by crosstalk between auxin and 
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other hormones (Nziengui et al., 2018; Philosoph-Hadas et al., 2005). We did not observe a 

significant change in indole-3-acetate (auxin) levels upon ES7 treatment; however, 5-

hydroxyindole-3-acetate, a metabolite also putatively derived from tryptophan (Mahmud et al., 

2015), showed a significant increase in roots (Fig 4F). Downstream of purine metabolism, 

cytokinin synthesized from the deoxyxylulose pathway (Zrenner et al., 2006; Mok and Mok, 2001) 

are likely to be affected upon ES7 treatment, implied by the increase of xanthine and 1,7-

dimethylxanthine in roots (Fig 3, Fig 4G). We did not detect a significant change for the plant 

hormone salicylate, which is involved in both abiotic and biotic stress (Loake and Grant, 2007; 

Khan et al., 2015), but acetylsalicylate showed an over 60% reduction upon ES7 treatment in 

leaves (Fig 4F, S2 Table). Further, components of polyamine biosynthesis pathways are affected 

upon ES7 treatment. Altogether, our data suggest that the imbalance of certain hormone levels 

during prolonged treatment of ES7 could have induced the global changes of metabolite levels. 

Both auxin and cytokinin are responsible for the initiation of the G1/S phase transition prior to cell 

division, a prerequisite for cell division through the regulation of cyclin-dependent kinases (Wang 

and Ruan, 2013; Schaller et al., 2014; Hartig and Beck, 2006; Moubayidin et al., 2009). Also, 

auxin and cytokinin regulate the biosynthesis of each other via the direct regulation of biosynthesis 

genes and transporters (Rosquete et al., 2012). ES7-induced metabolome changes could represent 

a compensatory mechanism counteracting the inhibition of cytokinesis and plant growth, resulting 

from the imbalance of cytokinin and auxin.  

This study also reveals that long-term treatment of ES7 disrupts the homeostasis of primary 

metabolism in Arabidopsis seedlings, likely via alteration of hormonal regulation.  Microarray 

analysis revealed that 35 primary metabolism genes involved in light signaling, nutrient uptake, 

and photosynthesis are altered in Arabidopsis shoots treated by 5 μM isopentenyladenine (a 

synthetic cytokinin) for 4 days (Brenner et al., 2012; Che et al., 2002). In another long-term 

cytokinin treatment experiment, lettuce treated by benzylaminopurine or meta-topolin for 13 days 

showed reduced accumulation of photosynthetic pigment and inhibition of photosystem II activity 

(Prokopová et al., 2010). The phenotypes of ES7 treated seedlings, including a plethora of 

metabolite changes in primary metabolism (Fig 3) accompanied by loss of chlorophyll (Fig 1C), 

could also be explained through aberrant hormonal regulation, as chlorophyll synthesis is tightly 

regulated by the balance of auxin and cytokinin (Hudson et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2017). 
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Another possible long-term treatment effect of ES7 might be the disruption of lignin biosynthesis, 

as levels of ferulate and syringate, precursors of lignin biosynthesis, are affected upon ES7 

treatment (Fig 3 and Table 1). Aberrant lignin biosynthesis may further affect xylem development 

in Arabidopsis seedlings (Taylor-Teeples et al., 2015), interfering with nutrient translocation and 

potentially giving rise to opposite modulations of root and leaf metabolites.  

Park et al. (2014) observed the ES7 inhibition effect on callose deposition at the division plate as 

short as two hours after pulse treatment. This time frame is in line with characteristic hormonal 

responses, in that gene expression or metabolite level changes are usually observed after a few 

hours of cytokinin or auxin induction (Talbott and Ray, 1992; Zürcher et al., 2013; Kull et al., 

1978; Petit-Paly et al., 1999). Given that the cellular phenotype of cell plate disruption is observed 

as early as two hours when treated with a higher ES7 concentration of 50 μM, these conditions 

could be used in future NMR metabolomics studies to dissect the long-term effects from the short-

term metabolite effects. 

 

Summary and perspectives 

We performed a tissue-specific NMR-based metabolomics study of Arabidopsis leaves and roots 

at different developmental stages and treatment with various concentrations of the specific 

cytokinesis inhibitor, ES7. Metabolome analyses indicated that cytokinesis inhibition of ES7 likely 

also disrupts the homeostasis of primary metabolism and hormonal regulation. Our tissue-specific 

analysis highlighted the importance of spatial resolution in metabolite analysis.  Given the complex 

interactions between metabolic pathways, future studies that allow higher spatial and temporal 

resolutions are important to unmask the different layers of interaction, particularly after exogenous 

stimuli. There are two ways to envision how this complex task can be addressed through future 

developments: a) automation through partially robotic extraction of the required substantial 

amounts of tissue, and b) improving metabolite identification and metabolic flux analysis using 

stable isotopic enriched and multidimensional NMR metabolomics with higher sensitivity leading 

to smaller required sample volumes (Deborde et al., 2017; Lane and Fan, 2017; Markley et al., 

2017; Emwas et al., 2019). Such technological advances, in combination with cell synchronization, 

can uncover delicate metabolite changes during different cellular processes including cytokinesis.  
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This study provides metabolomics references for early stages of Arabidopsis development, 

indicates multiple metabolic pathways affected by ES7, and highlights the relevance of tissue-

specific investigation in plants for an accurate and comprehensive assessment of plant metabolome 

modulations upon small molecule stimuli.   
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Figure Legend 

Figure 1. Experimental design and phenotypic responses of ES7 treatments. 

(A) Experimental design of NMR Metabolomics analysis of ES7 effect on Arabidopsis. 

Arabidopsis seedlings treated by 0, 3, 5, and 10 μM of ES7 and grown to 10 DAG, and 4, 5, 6, 10 

DAG seedlings are collected as developmental control. Each graphic seedling represents one 

biological replicate of pooled seedlings from one plate. Leaves and roots are extracted by 

deuterated water, and subjected to NMR spectroscopy analysis. (B) Visual phenotype of ES7 

effect on Arabidopsis seedlings. Photos are taken before metabolite extraction for NMR analysis. 

(C) Chlorophyll content of ES7 treated 10 DAG leaves compared to control. Data are 

presented by mean±SD (n = 4), and asterisk indicates significantly lower than control (p <0.05, t-

test).  

 

Figure 2. Classification of NMR based metabolomics of the ES7 treated seedlings versus 

control.  

(A) PLS-DA analysis of metabolomics data of Arabidopsis seedlings at different DAG. (B) 

PLS-DA analysis of all NMR data of this experiment. (C) PLS-DA analysis of 10 DAG 

samples. In (B) and (C) Each dot represents one biological replicate as indicated in Fig 1A with 

the same color scheme, and ellipses of 95% confidence region are over the classifications of 

biological replicates with respective ES7 concentrations. 

 

Figure 3. Metabolic pathway map showing metabolites significantly changed upon ES7 

treatment in leaves (A) and roots (B) of Arabidopsis seedlings. 

Backbone pathways are adapted from KEGG (genome.jp/kegg). Each solid arrow indicates one 

enzymatic step, and each dashed arrow indicates multiple enzymatic steps. Two red arrows 

represent callose synthase and β-1,3-glucanase respectively. Grey rounded rectangle indicates 

major pathways of multiple steps, and compounds in grey are not detected in the analysis. Dashed 

arrows with double cross lines indicate metabolic steps not reported in plants. Compounds in 

orange indicate significant increase, and ones in blue indicates significant decrease, and ones in 

black indicate no significant change upon ES7 treatment (significant as p < 0.1 in multivariate 
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analysis, details indicated in S1 Table). *Chlorophyll change is inferred from the analysis of Fig 

1C.  

 

Figure 4. Differential levels of NMR estimated metabolites between the control and treated 

samples in roots and leaves. 

Metabolites are categorized into their major involved pathways or upstream pathways. Each panel 

lists a specific metabolite for LC (Control leaves, n = 12), LE (ES7 treated leaves, n = 15), RC 

(Control roots, n =12) and RE (ES7 treated root, n = 15). Concentrations are given in mM/g (log2) 

with respect to the internal standard DSS. 

 

Figure 5. Total glucanase activity with or without the presence of ES7. 

(A) Callose synthase and β-1,3-glucanase regulate the dynamic equilibrium of the callose 

deposition in vivo. Park et al. (2014) demonstrated callose synthase activity is likely to be 

inhibited by ES7. (B) Total glucanase activity in the crude extracts of Arabidopsis seedling 

leaves. Activities are measured by the amount of glucose generated from incubating desalted crude 

extract with laminarin in the assay. DMSO, 10 μM ES7, or 100 μM ES7, are included in the assays 

respectively. Data are presented by mean±SD (n = 4).  
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Supplemental Data 

S1 Figure. Characteristic differences between the NMR spectra of leaf and root samples. 

(A) Low-field (> 5.00 pm) 1H NMR spectra of control samples on 4 DAG between the leaves 

(red) and roots (green). (B) PLS-DA analysis of leaves and roots metabolome. All the 

biological replicates are included in the PLS-DA assay, and ellipses represent 95% confidence 

region of the classification. 

 

S2 Figure. Correlation analysis among 4, 5, 6, and 10 DAG samples without ES7 treatment. 

Triplicates of each DAG are ranked with highest correlation with each other, highlighted in dashed 

square. 

 

S1 Table. Metabolites significantly changed upon ES7 treatment in leaves and roots of 

Arabidopsis seedlings. 

Difference of metabolite levels between ES7 treatment (n=15) and control (n=12) are expressed 

by log2 fold change. Length of colored bar is proportional to the value, with negative values in 

blue, and positive values in orange, and threshold of 1.5 (log2) is used in multivariate analysis to 

calculate the p value of significance. 

 

S2 Table. Quantification of metabolite levels changes upon ES7 treatment in leaves and roots. 

Concentrations (mean±SD) are given in mM/g (log2) with respect the internal standard DSS (n = 

12 for controls, n = 15 for ES7 treated).  
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Figure 1. Experimental design and phenotypic responses of ES7 treatments. (A) Experimental design
of NMR Metabolomics analysis of ES7 effect on Arabidopsis. Arabidopsis seedlings treated by 0, 3, 5, and
10 μM of ES7 and grown to 10 DAG, and 4, 5, 6, 10 DAG seedlings are collected as developmental control.
Each graphic seedling represents one biological replicate of pooled seedlings from one plate. Leaves and roots
are extracted by deuterated water, and subjected to NMR spectroscopy analysis. (B) Visual phenotype of
ES7 effect on Arabidopsis seedlings. Photos are taken before metabolite extraction for NMR analysis. (C)
Chlorophyll content of ES7 treated 10 DAG leaves compared to control. Data are presented by mean±SD
(n = 4), and asterisk indicates significant lower than control (p <0.05, t-test).
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Figure 2. Classification of NMR based metabolomics of the ES7 treated
seedlings versus control. (A) PLS-DA analysis of metabolomics data of
Arabidopsis seedlings at different DAG. (B) PLS-DA analysis of all NMR data of
this experiment. (C) PLS-DA analysis of 10 DAG samples. In (B) and (C) Each
dot represents one biological replicate as indicated in Fig 1A with the same color
scheme, and ellipses of 95% confidence region are over the classifications of
biological replicates with respective ES7 concentrations.
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Figure 3. Metabolic pathway map showing metabolites significantly changed upon ES7 treatment in leaves (A) and roots (B) of
Arabidopsis seedlings. Backbone pathways are adapted from KEGG (genome.jp/kegg). Each solid arrow indicates one enzymatic step, and
each dashed arrow indicates multiple enzymatic steps. Two red arrows represent callose synthase and β-1,3-glucanase respectively. Grey
rounded rectangle indicates major pathways of multiple steps, and compounds in grey are not detected in the analysis. Dashed arrows with double
cross lines indicate metabolic steps not reported in plants. Compounds in orange indicate significant increase, and ones in blue indicate significant
decrease, and ones in black indicate no significant change upon ES7 treatment (significant as p < 0.1 in multivariate analysis, details indicated in
S1 Table). *Chlorophyll change is inferred from the analysis of Fig 1C.
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A Carbohydrate Metabolism

B Glycolysis and Krebs Cycle
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C Glycerophospholipid Metabolism
glycerone acetol phosphocholine trimethylamine

D Branched-chain Amino Acid Metabolism
valine isobutyrate 3-hydroxyisovalerate

Figure 4: Differential levels of NMR estimated metabolites between the control and treated samples in
roots and leaves. Metabolites are categorized into their major involved pathways or upstream pathways. Each
panel lists a specific metabolite for LC (Control leaves, n = 12), LE (ES7 treated leaves, n = 15), RC (Control
roots, n = 12) and RE (ES7 treated root, n = 15). Concentrations are given in µM/g (log2) with respect the
internal standard DSS.
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Figure 5. Total glucanase activity with or without the presence of ES7. (A) Callose synthase and β-1,3-
glucanase regulate the dynamic equilibrium of the callose deposition in vivo. Park et al. (2014)
demonstrated callose synthase activity is likely to be inhibited be ES7. (B) Total glucanase activity in the
crude extracts of Arabidopsis seedling leaves. Activities are measured by the amount glucose generated
from incubating desalted crude extract with laminarin in the assay. DMSO, 10 μM ES7, or 100 μM ES7, are
included in the assays respectively. Data are presented by mean±SD (n = 4).
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S1 Figure. Characteristic differences between the NMR spectra of leaf and root samples. (A) Low-field
(> 5.00 pm) 1H NMR spectra of control samples on 4 DAG between the leaves (red) and roots (green).
(B) PLS-DA analysis of leaves and roots metabolome. All the biological replicates are included in the PLS-
DA assay, and ellipses represent 95% confidence region of the classification.
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Leaves Roots

S2 Figure. Correlation analysis among 4, 5, 6, and 10 DAG samples without ES7 treatment. Triplicates of
each DAG are ranked with highest correlation with each other, highlighted in dashed square.
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log2 FC (ES7 - Control) p  value log2 FC (ES7 - Control) p  value
Carbohydrate Metabolism

maltose -4.01 0.00 -0.88 0.02
galactitol -1.09 0.03 0.02 0.94
xylitol -1.65 0.06 0.56 0.14
glucarate -1.10 0.04 0.64 0.09
ascorbate -1.05 0.07 0.81 0.09
fructose -0.27 0.38 0.92 0.00
fucose 0.82 0.21 0.94 0.00
sorbitol -1.05 0.17 2.47 0.00
lactose -0.65 0.17 0.75 0.01
sucrose -0.63 0.52 -1.78 0.03
galactarate -0.36 0.35 0.70 0.06
N -acetylglucosamine 0.03 0.95 0.60 0.09

Glycolysis and Krebs Cycle Derivatives

pyruvate -1.48 0.00 -0.56 0.15
acetate -1.78 0.00 1.32 0.01
malonate -0.75 0.03 0.78 0.02
2-methylmaleate -0.76 0.07 0.05 0.92
4-aminobutyrate (GABA) 0.51 0.13 1.19 0.00
N -acetylaspartate -1.76 0.00 0.70 0.16

Glycerophospholipid Metabolism

glycerone -1.28 0.01 -0.45 0.53
acetol -1.04 0.03 0.61 0.43
phosphocholine 1.60 0.15 -2.96 0.05
trimethylamine -0.87 0.12 1.01 0.03

Branched-chain Amino Acid Metabolism

valine -1.17 0.00 0.82 0.03
isobutyrate -1.60 0.07 0.33 0.76
3-hydroxyisovalerate -0.74 0.15 -0.87 0.03

Glycine, Serine, and Arginine Metabolism

biotin -1.09 0.06 1.87 0.00
glycolate -0.78 0.22 1.35 0.02
glycerate-2-phosphate -0.87 0.03 0.89 0.00
glycerate 0.06 0.93 0.93 0.01
ethylene glycol -1.34 0.06 -1.39 0.05
glycine -1.29 0.05 0.33 0.60
sarcosine 0.05 0.93 1.99 0.01
creatine -0.23 0.84 1.81 0.01
methylguanidine 0.33 0.53 2.24 0.00
guanidoacetate -0.88 0.12 1.38 0.01
dimethylglycine 0.67 0.31 1.32 0.02
5-aminolevulinate -0.74 0.04 1.10 0.00
dimethylamine 4.08 0.00 4.78 0.00

Shikimate Pathway

ferulate -0.81 0.01 1.24 0.00
syringate 0.77 0.42 2.00 0.01
acetylsalicylate -1.53 0.00 0.42 0.25
3-hydroxyphenylacetate 0.26 0.61 1.33 0.03
5-hydroxyindole-3-acetate -0.57 0.27 1.01 0.01
xanthurenate -1.54 0.00 -0.09 0.77

Pentose Phosphate Pathway

pyridoxine -2.06 0.00 0.38 0.41
caffeine -1.52 0.03 -0.52 0.37
thymine -0.47 0.39 1.72 0.00
methylhistidine -1.37 0.08 0.20 0.75
xanthine 0.48 0.31 1.53 0.00
histamine -0.85 0.11 1.48 0.00
uridine -0.92 0.18 1.19 0.05
1,7-dimethylxanthine -2.25 0.27 1.57 0.01
anserine -0.81 0.12 0.88 0.05

Leaves Roots 

S1 Table. Metabolites significantly changed upon ES7 treatment in leaves and roots of Arabidopsis
seedlings. Difference of metabolite levels between ES7 treatment (n=15) and control (n=12) are expressed by log2
fold change. Length of colored bar is proportional to the value, with negative values in blue, and positive values in
orange, and threshold of 1.5 (log2) is used in multivariate analysis to calculate the p value of significance.
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fc log2(1.5) pval 0.1

				metabolites		Leaves ES7-Ctrl				Roots ES7-Ctrl

						FC		pval		FC		pval

		1		N.Acetylaspartate_x703		-1.76		0.000		0.70		0.159

		2		Pyridoxine_x814		-2.06		0.000		0.38		0.412

		3		Acetylsalicylate_x235		-1.53		0.000		0.42		0.246

		4		Dimethylamine_x412		4.08		0.000		4.78		0.000

		5		Pyruvate_x821		-1.48		0.000		-0.56		0.147

		6		Xanthurenate_x948		-1.54		0.001		-0.09		0.773

		7		Maltose_x654		-4.01		0.002		-0.88		0.023

		8		Acetate_x222		-1.78		0.002		1.32		0.005

		9		Valine_x935		-1.17		0.004		0.82		0.030

		10		Imidazole_x560		-0.99		0.006		0.66		0.039						not included

		11		X1.3.Dihydroxyacetone_x12		-1.28		0.006		-0.45		0.534						glycerone

		12		Ferulate_x440		-0.81		0.015		1.24		0.001

		13		X2.Phosphoglycerate_x92		-0.87		0.032		0.89		0.001						glycerate-2-P

		14		Galactitol_x457		-1.09		0.035		0.02		0.942

		15		Xylitol_x950		-1.65		0.060		0.56		0.135

		16		Hydroxyacetone_x546		-1.04		0.027		0.61		0.428						acetol

		17		Caffeine_x299		-1.52		0.030		-0.52		0.365

		18		Glucarate_x472		-1.10		0.042		0.64		0.091

		19		Malonate_x651		-0.75		0.029		0.78		0.017

		20		Isobutyrate_x573		-1.60		0.066		0.33		0.757

		21		Biotin_x289		-1.09		0.058		1.87		0.000

		22		Ascorbate_x274		-1.05		0.066		0.81		0.086

		23		X5.Aminolevulinate_x188		-0.74		0.043		1.10		0.002

		24		Citraconate_x326		-0.76		0.070		0.05		0.920						2-methylmaleate

		25		Glycine_x500		-1.29		0.053		0.33		0.603

		26		X..Methylhistidine_x983		-1.37		0.076		0.20		0.747

		27		Ethylene.glycol_x432		-1.34		0.062		-1.39		0.046

		28		Thymine_x890		-0.47		0.386		1.72		0.000

		29		N.N.Dimethylformamide_x693		-0.27		0.558		1.65		0.000						not included

		30		X4.Aminobutyrate_x168		0.51		0.125		1.19		0.000

		31		Oxypurinol_x769		-0.50		0.562		2.12		0.000						not included

		32		Methylguanidine_x680		0.33		0.531		2.24		0.000						no data support the pathway, but reported in other pathway

		33		Fructose_x445		-0.27		0.380		0.92		0.000

		34		Dimethyl.sulfone_x410		0.18		0.764		1.20		0.001						not included

		35		Fucose_x447		0.82		0.210		0.94		0.001

		36		Histamine_x530		-0.85		0.109		1.48		0.001

		37		Glucitol_x474		-1.05		0.172		2.47		0.003						sorbitol

		38		Xanthine_x944		0.48		0.311		1.53		0.002

		39		Sarcosine_x844		0.05		0.928		1.99		0.007

		40		X1.7.Dimethylxanthine_x22		-2.25		0.268		1.57		0.008

		41		X5.Hydroxyindole.3.acetate_x194		-0.57		0.267		1.01		0.009

		42		Guanidoacetate_x513		-0.88		0.121		1.38		0.008

		43		Lactose_x639		-0.65		0.170		0.75		0.009

		44		Creatine_x336		-0.23		0.837		1.81		0.011

		45		Syringate_x874		0.77		0.418		2.00		0.011

		46		Glycerate_x492		0.06		0.930		0.93		0.015

		47		Uridine_x925		-0.92		0.179		1.19		0.047

		48		X3.Hydroxyphenylacetate_x134		0.26		0.612		1.33		0.033

		49		O.Phosphocholine_x757		1.60		0.150		-2.96		0.054

		50		N.N.Dimethylglycine_x696		0.67		0.315		1.32		0.022

		51		Glycolate_x503		-0.78		0.216		1.35		0.024

		52		Sucrose_x871		-0.63		0.519		-1.78		0.028

		53		Trimethylamine_x904		-0.87		0.122		1.01		0.034

		54		X3.Hydroxyisovalerate_x126		-0.74		0.155		-0.87		0.033

		55		Anserine_x267		-0.81		0.119		0.88		0.048

		56		Galactarate_x453		-0.36		0.348		0.70		0.059

		57		N.Acetylglucosamine_x708		0.03		0.950		0.60		0.085





0.1copy



						Leaves 								Roots 

						log2 FC (ES7 - Control)		p value						log2 FC (ES7 - Control)		p value

				Carbohydrate Metabolism



				maltose		-4.01		0.00						-0.88		0.02

				galactitol		-1.09		0.03						0.02		0.94

				xylitol		-1.65		0.06						0.56		0.14

				glucarate		-1.10		0.04						0.64		0.09

				ascorbate		-1.05		0.07						0.81		0.09

				fructose		-0.27		0.38						0.92		0.00

				fucose		0.82		0.21						0.94		0.00

				sorbitol		-1.05		0.17						2.47		0.00

				lactose		-0.65		0.17						0.75		0.01

				sucrose		-0.63		0.52						-1.78		0.03

				galactarate		-0.36		0.35						0.70		0.06

				N-acetylglucosamine		0.03		0.95						0.60		0.09



				Glycolysis and Krebs Cycle Derivatives



				pyruvate		-1.48		0.00						-0.56		0.15

				acetate		-1.78		0.00						1.32		0.01

				malonate		-0.75		0.03						0.78		0.02

				2-methylmaleate		-0.76		0.07						0.05		0.92

				4-aminobutyrate (GABA)		0.51		0.13						1.19		0.00

				N-acetylaspartate		-1.76		0.00						0.70		0.16



				Glycerophospholipid Metabolism



				glycerone		-1.28		0.01						-0.45		0.53

				acetol		-1.04		0.03						0.61		0.43

				phosphocholine		1.60		0.15						-2.96		0.05

				trimethylamine		-0.87		0.12						1.01		0.03



				Branched-chain Amino Acid Metabolism



				valine		-1.17		0.00						0.82		0.03

				isobutyrate		-1.60		0.07						0.33		0.76

				3-hydroxyisovalerate		-0.74		0.15						-0.87		0.03



				Glycine, Serine, and Arginine Metabolism



				biotin		-1.09		0.06						1.87		0.00

				glycolate		-0.78		0.22						1.35		0.02

				glycerate-2-phosphate		-0.87		0.03						0.89		0.00

				glycerate		0.06		0.93						0.93		0.01

				ethylene glycol		-1.34		0.06						-1.39		0.05

				glycine		-1.29		0.05						0.33		0.60

				sarcosine		0.05		0.93						1.99		0.01

				creatine		-0.23		0.84						1.81		0.01

				methylguanidine		0.33		0.53						2.24		0.00

				guanidoacetate		-0.88		0.12						1.38		0.01

				dimethylglycine		0.67		0.31						1.32		0.02

				5-aminolevulinate		-0.74		0.04						1.10		0.00

				dimethylamine		4.08		0.00						4.78		0.00



				Shikimate Pathway



				ferulate		-0.81		0.01						1.24		0.00

				syringate		0.77		0.42						2.00		0.01

				acetylsalicylate		-1.53		0.00						0.42		0.25

				3-hydroxyphenylacetate		0.26		0.61						1.33		0.03

				5-hydroxyindole-3-acetate		-0.57		0.27						1.01		0.01

				xanthurenate		-1.54		0.00						-0.09		0.77



				Pentose Phosphate Pathway



				pyridoxine		-2.06		0.00						0.38		0.41

				caffeine		-1.52		0.03						-0.52		0.37

				thymine		-0.47		0.39						1.72		0.00

				methylhistidine		-1.37		0.08						0.20		0.75

				xanthine		0.48		0.31						1.53		0.00

				histamine		-0.85		0.11						1.48		0.00

				uridine		-0.92		0.18						1.19		0.05

				1,7-dimethylxanthine		-2.25		0.27						1.57		0.01

				anserine		-0.81		0.12						0.88		0.05







fc log2(1.5) pval 0.05

				metabolites		Leaves ES7-Ctrl				Roots ES7-Ctrl

						FC		pval		FC		pval

		1		N.Acetylaspartate_x703		-1.76		0.000		0.70		0.159

		2		Pyridoxine_x814		-2.06		0.000		0.38		0.412

		3		Acetylsalicylate_x235		-1.53		0.000		0.42		0.246

		4		Dimethylamine_x412		4.08		0.000		4.78		0.000

		5		Pyruvate_x821		-1.48		0.000		-0.56		0.147

		6		Xanthurenate_x948		-1.54		0.001		-0.09		0.773

		7		Maltose_x654		-4.01		0.002		-0.88		0.023

		8		Acetate_x222		-1.78		0.002		1.32		0.005

		9		Valine_x935		-1.17		0.004		0.82		0.030

		10		Imidazole_x560		-0.99		0.006		0.66		0.039

		11		X1.3.Dihydroxyacetone_x12		-1.28		0.006		-0.45		0.534

		12		Ferulate_x440		-0.81		0.015		1.24		0.001

		13		X2.Phosphoglycerate_x92		-0.87		0.032		0.89		0.001

		14		Galactitol_x457		-1.09		0.035		0.02		0.942

		15		Hydroxyacetone_x546		-1.04		0.027		0.61		0.428

		16		Caffeine_x299		-1.52		0.030		-0.52		0.365

		17		Glucarate_x472		-1.10		0.042		0.64		0.091

		18		Malonate_x651		-0.75		0.029		0.78		0.017

		19		X5.Aminolevulinate_x188		-0.74		0.043		1.10		0.002

		20		Thymine_x890		-0.47		0.386		1.72		0.000

		21		N.N.Dimethylformamide_x693		-0.27		0.558		1.65		0.000

		22		Biotin_x289		-1.09		0.058		1.87		0.000

		23		X4.Aminobutyrate_x168		0.51		0.125		1.19		0.000

		24		Oxypurinol_x769		-0.50		0.562		2.12		0.000

		25		Methylguanidine_x680		0.33		0.531		2.24		0.000

		26		Fructose_x445		-0.27		0.380		0.92		0.000

		27		Dimethyl.sulfone_x410		0.18		0.764		1.20		0.001

		28		Fucose_x447		0.82		0.210		0.94		0.001

		29		Histamine_x530		-0.85		0.109		1.48		0.001

		30		Glucitol_x474		-1.05		0.172		2.47		0.003

		31		Xanthine_x944		0.48		0.311		1.53		0.002

		32		Sarcosine_x844		0.05		0.928		1.99		0.007

		33		X1.7.Dimethylxanthine_x22		-2.25		0.268		1.57		0.008

		34		X5.Hydroxyindole.3.acetate_x194		-0.57		0.267		1.01		0.009

		35		Guanidoacetate_x513		-0.88		0.121		1.38		0.008

		36		Lactose_x639		-0.65		0.170		0.75		0.009

		37		Creatine_x336		-0.23		0.837		1.81		0.011

		38		Syringate_x874		0.77		0.418		2.00		0.011

		39		Glycerate_x492		0.06		0.930		0.93		0.015

		40		Uridine_x925		-0.92		0.179		1.19		0.047

		41		X3.Hydroxyphenylacetate_x134		0.26		0.612		1.33		0.033

		42		N.N.Dimethylglycine_x696		0.67		0.315		1.32		0.022

		43		Glycolate_x503		-0.78		0.216		1.35		0.024

		44		Sucrose_x871		-0.63		0.519		-1.78		0.028

		45		Trimethylamine_x904		-0.87		0.122		1.01		0.034

		46		X3.Hydroxyisovalerate_x126		-0.74		0.155		-0.87		0.033

		47		Ethylene.glycol_x432		-1.34		0.062		-1.39		0.046

		48		Anserine_x267		-0.81		0.119		0.88		0.048
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Leaves Control Roots Control Leaves ES7 Treated Roots ES7 Treated
Carbohydrate Metabolism

maltose 6.97 ± 0.82 6.76 ± 0.29 2.96 ± 0.82 5.88 ± 0.22
galactitol 7.62 ± 0.33 7.3 ± 0.26 6.53 ± 0.36 7.32 ± 0.18
xylitol 9.24 ± 0.62 7.3 ± 0.23 7.59 ± 0.44 7.87 ± 0.23
glucarate 6.13 ± 0.44 6.08 ± 0.27 5.03 ± 0.29 6.72 ± 0.27
ascorbate 4.7 ± 0.4 3.8 ± 0.33 3.65 ± 0.36 4.61 ± 0.31
fructose 10.69 ± 0.25 10.8 ± 0.17 10.41 ± 0.17 11.71 ± 0.15
fucose 6.25 ± 0.43 5.72 ± 0.18 7.07 ± 0.43 6.66 ± 0.15
sorbitol 9.71 ± 0.23 7.95 ± 0.1 8.66 ± 0.16 10.42 ± 0.23
lactose 6.65 ± 0.34 7.1 ± 0.21 6 ± 0.3 7.85 ± 0.17
sucrose 8.87 ± 0.8 8.12 ± 0.57 8.24 ± 0.62 6.34 ± 0.59
galactarate 5.64 ± 0.3 6.69 ± 0.28 5.27 ± 0.25 7.39 ± 0.24
N -acetylglucosamine 4.18 ± 0.45 4.07 ± 0.26 4.21 ± 0.29 4.68 ± 0.23

Glycolysis and Krebs Cycle Derivatives

pyruvate 7.23 ± 0.29 5.5 ± 0.29 5.75 ± 0.27 4.94 ± 0.25
acetate 5 ± 0.4 3.28 ± 0.36 3.23 ± 0.38 4.6 ± 0.3
malonate 3.83 ± 0.25 4.04 ± 0.24 3.09 ± 0.23 4.82 ± 0.21
2-methylmaleate 3.7 ± 0.31 2.63 ± 0.27 2.94 ± 0.25 2.68 ± 0.43
4-aminobutyrate (GABA) 5.82 ± 0.24 6.98 ± 0.17 6.33 ± 0.19 8.18 ± 0.19
N -acetylaspartate 3.73 ± 0.23 3.14 ± 0.37 1.97 ± 0.29 3.84 ± 0.26

Glycerophospholipid Metabolism

glycerone 2.32 ± 0.35 0.77 ± 0.6 1.03 ± 0.29 0.33 ± 0.42
acetol 4.61 ± 0.36 3.34 ± 0.68 3.57 ± 0.28 3.95 ± 0.36
phosphocholine 2.78 ± 1.02 5.57 ± 0.72 4.37 ± 0.64 2.61 ± 1.44
trimethylamine 1.55 ± 0.37 1.37 ± 0.39 0.68 ± 0.43 2.39 ± 0.26

Branched-chain Amino Acid Metabolism

valine 3.65 ± 0.3 4.67 ± 0.28 2.49 ± 0.25 5.49 ± 0.24
isobutyrate 3.64 ± 0.63 3.09 ± 0.73 2.04 ± 0.63 3.42 ± 0.9
3-hydroxyisovalerate 4.23 ± 0.42 5.18 ± 0.31 3.49 ± 0.31 4.31 ± 0.26

Glycine, Serine, and Arginine Metabolism

biotin 5.87 ± 0.43 3.76 ± 0.27 4.78 ± 0.35 5.64 ± 0.3
glycolate 6.29 ± 0.48 4.92 ± 0.44 5.51 ± 0.42 6.27 ± 0.41
glycerate-2-phosphate 7.75 ± 0.26 6.97 ± 0.17 6.87 ± 0.24 7.86 ± 0.16
glycerate 7.59 ± 0.52 8.51 ± 0.29 7.65 ± 0.37 9.45 ± 0.23
ethylene glycol 10.29 ± 0.53 8.42 ± 0.53 8.95 ± 0.49 7.03 ± 0.46
glycine 9.95 ± 0.49 8.36 ± 0.49 8.66 ± 0.46 8.7 ± 0.44
sarcosine 3.44 ± 0.45 3.85 ± 0.64 3.49 ± 0.41 5.84 ± 0.36
creatine 2.08 ± 0.95 1.49 ± 0.55 1.85 ± 0.73 3.29 ± 0.45
methylguanidine 3.66 ± 0.4 2.12 ± 0.49 3.99 ± 0.36 4.37 ± 0.31
guanidoacetate 9.78 ± 0.43 7.54 ± 0.39 8.9 ± 0.38 8.93 ± 0.34
dimethylglycine 1.51 ± 0.51 1.58 ± 0.45 2.18 ± 0.45 2.9 ± 0.36
5-aminolevulinate 5.3 ± 0.28 4.92 ± 0.25 4.56 ± 0.23 6.03 ± 0.22
dimethylamine 5.52 ± 0.82 2.53 ± 1.07 9.6 ± 0.76 7.31 ± 0.79

Shikimate Pathway

ferulate 2.57 ± 0.24 3.31 ± 0.21 1.76 ± 0.2 4.55 ± 0.27
syringate 0.15 ± 0.74 3.38 ± 0.62 0.62 ± 0.65 5.38 ± 0.49
acetylsalicylate 2.9 ± 0.29 3.22 ± 0.28 1.37 ± 0.28 3.64 ± 0.23
3-hydroxyphenylacetate 2.21 ± 0.35 2.47 ± 0.46 2.47 ± 0.38 3.8 ± 0.38
5-hydroxyindole-3-acetate 2.38 ± 0.38 2.23 ± 0.3 1.81 ± 0.34 3.24 ± 0.21
xanthurenate 2.89 ± 0.31 4.2 ± 0.23 1.35 ± 0.28 4.12 ± 0.19

Pentose Phosphate Pathway

pyridoxine 2.88 ± 0.43 0.16 ± 0.36 0.82 ± 0.36 0.54 ± 0.3
caffeine 3.09 ± 0.57 3.44 ± 0.47 1.58 ± 0.4 2.92 ± 0.36
thymine 2.72 ± 0.42 2.36 ± 0.26 2.25 ± 0.32 4.08 ± 0.2
methylhistidine 4.23 ± 0.63 2.51 ± 0.47 2.86 ± 0.47 2.71 ± 0.43
xanthine 4.22 ± 0.34 3.81 ± 0.35 4.7 ± 0.34 5.34 ± 0.31
histamine 2.77 ± 0.37 2.81 ± 0.33 1.92 ± 0.39 4.29 ± 0.29
uridine 2.81 ± 0.27 3.74 ± 0.38 1.89 ± 0.38 4.93 ± 0.11
1,7-dimethylxanthine 3.32 ± 1.5 1.85 ± 0.43 1.07 ± 1.5 3.42 ± 0.39
anserine 3.01 ± 0.35 3.15 ± 0.34 2.19 ± 0.39 4.04 ± 0.29

S2 Table. Quantification of metabolite levels changes upon ES7 treatment in leaves and roots.
Concentrations (mean±SD) are given in mM/g (log2) with respect the internal standard DSS (n = 12 for controls, n = 15 for ES7 treated).
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Sheet1

		Metabolites		le0		le0.1		ro0		ro0.1		lex		lex.1		rox		rox.1				#		Metabolites		Leaves Control		Roots Control		Leaves ES7 Treated		Roots ES7 Treated

		1, 7, Dimethylxanthine		3.321928095		1.4954009094		1.8494259006		0.4316850588		1.070389328		1.4954009094		3.4157274125		0.3861108545				1		1, 7, Dimethylxanthine		3.32 ± 1.5		1.85 ± 0.43		1.07 ± 1.5		3.42 ± 0.39				±

		2-methylmaleate		3.7031903367		0.3075216634		2.6296783339		0.2663215728		2.9439462194		0.2510903868		2.6817050953		0.4349013072				2		2-methylmaleate		3.7 ± 0.31		2.63 ± 0.27		2.94 ± 0.25		2.68 ± 0.43				±

		3, Hydroxyisovalerate		4.2299614232		0.4175227715		5.1760074143		0.3083610028		3.4932512436		0.3083610028		4.3109495866		0.2556794366				3		3, Hydroxyisovalerate		4.23 ± 0.42		5.18 ± 0.31		3.49 ± 0.31		4.31 ± 0.26				±

		3, Hydroxyphenylacetate		2.208244238		0.3511729074		2.4666612472		0.4645580901		2.4678251275		0.3793100922		3.7961069992		0.3793100922				4		3, Hydroxyphenylacetate		2.21 ± 0.35		2.47 ± 0.46		2.47 ± 0.38		3.8 ± 0.38				±

		4, Aminobutyrate		5.8232628207		0.2434302504		6.9823112516		0.1721311808		6.3284102554		0.1885602612		8.1768872175		0.1885602612				5		4, Aminobutyrate		5.82 ± 0.24		6.98 ± 0.17		6.33 ± 0.19		8.18 ± 0.19				±

		5, Aminolevulinate		5.3031282989		0.2758363019		4.9236888564		0.2518029412		4.5588154078		0.2331242241		6.0281135856		0.2180677438				6		5, Aminolevulinate		5.3 ± 0.28		4.92 ± 0.25		4.56 ± 0.23		6.03 ± 0.22				±

		5, Hydroxyindole, 3, acetate		2.379078703		0.3770089963		2.233963934		0.2980517817		1.8063395053		0.3441605528		3.2425366204		0.210754436				7		5, Hydroxyindole, 3, acetate		2.38 ± 0.38		2.23 ± 0.3		1.81 ± 0.34		3.24 ± 0.21				±

		Acetate		5.0038012512		0.3957873736		3.2759578141		0.3580031496		3.2269280128		0.3754768709		4.5983747176		0.2968405302				8		Acetate		5 ± 0.4		3.28 ± 0.36		3.23 ± 0.38		4.6 ± 0.3				±

		acetol		4.610922646		0.364291675		3.3394584935		0.6815273184		3.5677417609		0.2782323626		3.9452531886		0.364291675				9		acetol		4.61 ± 0.36		3.34 ± 0.68		3.57 ± 0.28		3.95 ± 0.36				±

		Acetylsalicylate		2.902525367		0.2921699662		3.2157886439		0.2754604858		1.3735004172		0.2754604858		3.6361920258		0.2291969783				10		Acetylsalicylate		2.9 ± 0.29		3.22 ± 0.28		1.37 ± 0.28		3.64 ± 0.23				±

		Anserine		3.0081025949		0.3529103559		3.1527747927		0.3378859414		2.1946846491		0.3901570784		4.0351386676		0.2926178088				11		Anserine		3.01 ± 0.35		3.15 ± 0.34		2.19 ± 0.39		4.04 ± 0.29				±

		anthine		4.2197619407		0.3398474266		3.8128190125		0.3549590604		4.6997617708		0.3398474266		5.3428810193		0.3146375784				12		xanthine		4.22 ± 0.34		3.81 ± 0.35		4.7 ± 0.34		5.34 ± 0.31				±

		anthurenate		2.8941035445		0.3073604883		4.2012154745		0.2270007646		1.3491979243		0.2845605179		4.1150028879		0.1882190908				13		xanthurenate		2.89 ± 0.31		4.2 ± 0.23		1.35 ± 0.28		4.12 ± 0.19				±

		Ascorbate		4.6960181182		0.4049475388		3.8034765543		0.3306382809		3.6472678084		0.3621960896		4.6113051284		0.3061115662				14		Ascorbate		4.7 ± 0.4		3.8 ± 0.33		3.65 ± 0.36		4.61 ± 0.31				±

		Biotin		5.8663187238		0.4301413826		3.7639755999		0.272045297		4.7809194955		0.3512089682		5.6356989398		0.3041558885				15		Biotin		5.87 ± 0.43		3.76 ± 0.27		4.78 ± 0.35		5.64 ± 0.3				±

		Caffeine		3.091820207		0.5708552185		3.4352908246		0.4661013341		1.5758423928		0.4036555961		2.9152409493		0.3610405409				16		Caffeine		3.09 ± 0.57		3.44 ± 0.47		1.58 ± 0.4		2.92 ± 0.36				±

		Creatine		2.0801047763		0.945763261		1.4865573161		0.5460366733		1.846576273		0.7325850719		3.2941037896		0.4543299748				17		Creatine		2.08 ± 0.95		1.49 ± 0.55		1.85 ± 0.73		3.29 ± 0.45				±

		Dimethylamine		5.5190818277		0.8191238194		2.5255280484		1.0724848303		9.5952879668		0.7583612962		7.3066329277		0.7869887096				18		Dimethylamine		5.52 ± 0.82		2.53 ± 1.07		9.6 ± 0.76		7.31 ± 0.79				±

		Ethylene, glycol		10.287881278		0.5321894678		8.4204388472		0.5321894678		8.9513961215		0.4927117062		7.0320100346		0.4608895987				19		Ethylene, glycol		10.29 ± 0.53		8.42 ± 0.53		8.95 ± 0.49		7.03 ± 0.46				±

		Ferulate		2.5691600597		0.2411105703		3.3116463632		0.208807879		1.7588562556		0.200616121		4.5532892161		0.2733936889				20		Ferulate		2.57 ± 0.24		3.31 ± 0.21		1.76 ± 0.2		4.55 ± 0.27				±

		Fructose		10.6882071533		0.2470792451		10.7956509317		0.1747114097		10.4139125481		0.1678572929		11.713771355		0.1513045191				21		Fructose		10.69 ± 0.25		10.8 ± 0.17		10.41 ± 0.17		11.71 ± 0.15				±

		Fucose		6.254640084		0.4288110212		5.7175147405		0.1828456338		7.071524166		0.4288110212		6.6589877347		0.1516075905				22		Fucose		6.25 ± 0.43		5.72 ± 0.18		7.07 ± 0.43		6.66 ± 0.15				±

		Galactarate		5.6377208496		0.2975631526		6.6855121978		0.2837153339		5.2727773054		0.2514867644		7.3887426384		0.2352443275				23		Galactarate		5.64 ± 0.3		6.69 ± 0.28		5.27 ± 0.25		7.39 ± 0.24				±

		Galactitol		7.6241900874		0.3252155925		7.3008641005		0.2571055008		6.533029631		0.3636020861		7.3243978884		0.1818010431				24		Galactitol		7.62 ± 0.33		7.3 ± 0.26		6.53 ± 0.36		7.32 ± 0.18				±

		Glucarate		6.1332875688		0.4400228667		6.0775485496		0.2653437724		5.0290114122		0.2933485778		6.7217610702		0.2653437724				25		Glucarate		6.13 ± 0.44		6.08 ± 0.27		5.03 ± 0.29		6.72 ± 0.27				±

		Glycerate		7.5928050823		0.5218169191		8.5131689618		0.2858108975		7.648856563		0.3689802821		9.4480995542		0.2333636206				26		Glycerate		7.59 ± 0.52		8.51 ± 0.29		7.65 ± 0.37		9.45 ± 0.23				±

		glycerate-2-P		7.7462400797		0.2648769267		6.9691522299		0.1675228776		6.8723628492		0.2369131255		7.8620104966		0.1597267967				27		glycerate-2-P		7.75 ± 0.26		6.97 ± 0.17		6.87 ± 0.24		7.86 ± 0.16				±

		glycerone		2.3190167009		0.3462118377		0.7739760317		0.599656493		1.0340898145		0.2880656614		0.3254336583		0.4240211726				28		glycerone		2.32 ± 0.35		0.77 ± 0.6		1.03 ± 0.29		0.33 ± 0.42				±

		Glycine		9.9476147521		0.4937774246		8.3617029963		0.4937774246		8.6584247666		0.4571490645		8.6966055229		0.4416479549				29		Glycine		9.95 ± 0.49		8.36 ± 0.49		8.66 ± 0.46		8.7 ± 0.44				±

		Glycolate		6.2907414843		0.4832523413		4.9164003469		0.4411470139		5.5116278894		0.4238403413		6.2711716012		0.4084227724				30		Glycolate		6.29 ± 0.48		4.92 ± 0.44		5.51 ± 0.42		6.27 ± 0.41				±

		Guanidoacetate		9.7810643961		0.4302110572		7.5422209702		0.3927271675		8.904824721		0.3773200577		8.9254975128		0.3401117038				31		Guanidoacetate		9.78 ± 0.43		7.54 ± 0.39		8.9 ± 0.38		8.93 ± 0.34				±

		Histamine		2.7722833789		0.3669606145		2.8056747204		0.3319283648		1.9195994947		0.3892205084		4.2889949619		0.2942230487				32		Histamine		2.77 ± 0.37		2.81 ± 0.33		1.92 ± 0.39		4.29 ± 0.29				±

		Isobutyrate		3.6437759312		0.6331787979		3.0947269867		0.7311318988		2.0390066073		0.6331787979		3.4211751715		0.8954500434				33		Isobutyrate		3.64 ± 0.63		3.09 ± 0.73		2.04 ± 0.63		3.42 ± 0.9				±

		Lactose		6.6512378962		0.3401788004		7.1004030502		0.205135535		5.9971340488		0.3042651689		7.8509971941		0.1700894002				34		Lactose		6.65 ± 0.34		7.1 ± 0.21		6 ± 0.3		7.85 ± 0.17				±

		Malonate		3.8336949909		0.245568426		4.0405240947		0.2351138679		3.0859458131		0.2258900976		4.8180361976		0.2102922364				35		Malonate		3.83 ± 0.25		4.04 ± 0.24		3.09 ± 0.23		4.82 ± 0.21				±

		Maltose		6.974988112		0.8244618388		6.7621960235		0.2914912785		2.963474124		0.8244618388		5.8796060804		0.2203466949				36		Maltose		6.97 ± 0.82		6.76 ± 0.29		2.96 ± 0.82		5.88 ± 0.22				±

		Methylguanidine		3.6566622481		0.4017912542		2.1248920015		0.492091778		3.9883070734		0.3634338639		4.3661469696		0.3112261673				37		Methylguanidine		3.66 ± 0.4		2.12 ± 0.49		3.99 ± 0.36		4.37 ± 0.31				±

		Methylhistidine		4.2324474585		0.6322699162		2.5147309495		0.4669622801		2.8580922539		0.4669622801		2.712621377		0.4295428233				38		Methylhistidine		4.23 ± 0.63		2.51 ± 0.47		2.86 ± 0.47		2.71 ± 0.43				±

		N, Acetylaspartate		3.7331796598		0.2268370294		3.1392841713		0.3704233179		1.9726489362		0.2869286683		3.8370973457		0.26192884				39		N, Acetylaspartate		3.73 ± 0.23		3.14 ± 0.37		1.97 ± 0.29		3.84 ± 0.26				±

		N, Acetylglucosamine		4.1786077058		0.4525510353		4.0735792126		0.261280462		4.2121330596		0.2862184058		4.6756791058		0.2262755176				40		N, Acetylglucosamine		4.18 ± 0.45		4.07 ± 0.26		4.21 ± 0.29		4.68 ± 0.23				±

		N, N, Dimethylglycine		1.5099325686		0.5077216459		1.5800774581		0.4541200455		2.1776692797		0.4541200455		2.9040339414		0.3590134187				41		N, N, Dimethylglycine		1.51 ± 0.51		1.58 ± 0.45		2.18 ± 0.45		2.9 ± 0.36				±

		O, Phosphocholine		2.778521208		1.0155289753		5.5656433393		0.718087425		4.3742724342		0.6422769184		2.608809243		1.4361748499				42		O, Phosphocholine		2.78 ± 1.02		5.57 ± 0.72		4.37 ± 0.64		2.61 ± 1.44				±

		Pyridoxine		2.8762418666		0.4257780454		0.1617783539		0.3562314708		0.8190976263		0.3562314708		0.5376306234		0.3010705432				43		Pyridoxine		2.88 ± 0.43		0.16 ± 0.36		0.82 ± 0.36		0.54 ± 0.3				±

		Pyruvate		7.2321750367		0.2919544355		5.4992652519		0.2919544355		5.7512919246		0.2702972846		4.9403019586		0.2528399579				44		Pyruvate		7.23 ± 0.29		5.5 ± 0.29		5.75 ± 0.27		4.94 ± 0.25				±

		Sarcosine		3.4370394877		0.450964278		3.8522814098		0.6377597981		3.4905366253		0.4116721795		5.8391642436		0.3565185655				45		Sarcosine		3.44 ± 0.45		3.85 ± 0.64		3.49 ± 0.41		5.84 ± 0.36				±

		sorbitol		9.709256167		0.2313933493		7.9506133842		0.1034822517		8.6604171945		0.1636198064		10.42195961		0.2313933493				46		sorbitol		9.71 ± 0.23		7.95 ± 0.1		8.66 ± 0.16		10.42 ± 0.23				±

		Sucrose		8.8736342617		0.8045012064		8.121830776		0.5688682585		8.2445498652		0.6231639549		6.3417448444		0.594163518				47		Sucrose		8.87 ± 0.8		8.12 ± 0.57		8.24 ± 0.62		6.34 ± 0.59				±

		Syringate		0.1479179154		0.7415275622		3.3764505348		0.6204064699		0.6232768158		0.65396584		5.3791753502		0.49047438				48		Syringate		0.15 ± 0.74		3.38 ± 0.62		0.62 ± 0.65		5.38 ± 0.49				±

		Thymine		2.7186218603		0.4173757605		2.3593567705		0.255589411		2.2453287986		0.3232978739		4.0760793628		0.2005008299				49		Thymine		2.72 ± 0.42		2.36 ± 0.26		2.25 ± 0.32		4.08 ± 0.2				±

		Trimethylamine		1.5536664726		0.3693411154		1.3749950191		0.3948422608		0.6825578712		0.4264783849		2.3890590799		0.2611636073				50		Trimethylamine		1.55 ± 0.37		1.37 ± 0.39		0.68 ± 0.43		2.39 ± 0.26				±

		Uridine		2.80558619		0.2716450852		3.744161096		0.3841641636		1.887525271		0.3841641636		4.9343298168		0.1108986416				51		Uridine		2.81 ± 0.27		3.74 ± 0.38		1.89 ± 0.38		4.93 ± 0.11				±

		Valine		3.6527904316		0.2984284909		4.6703288785		0.2845404016		2.4865135299		0.2522181088		5.4856220604		0.2359284375				52		Valine		3.65 ± 0.3		4.67 ± 0.28		2.49 ± 0.25		5.49 ± 0.24				±

		Xylitol		9.242459601		0.6159981971		7.304283511		0.2328254339		7.5925863875		0.4355765023		7.8653375653		0.2328254339				53		Xylitol		9.24 ± 0.62		7.3 ± 0.23		7.59 ± 0.44		7.87 ± 0.23				±





table s2





		Metabolites		le0		le0.1		ro0		ro0.1		lex		lex.1		rox		rox.1				#				Leaves Control		Roots Control		Leaves ES7 Treated		Roots ES7 Treated

																								Carbohydrate Metabolism



		Maltose		6.974988112		0.8244618388		6.7621960235		0.2914912785		2.963474124		0.8244618388		5.8796060804		0.2203466949				36		maltose		6.97 ± 0.82		6.76 ± 0.29		2.96 ± 0.82		5.88 ± 0.22		±

		Galactitol		7.6241900874		0.3252155925		7.3008641005		0.2571055008		6.533029631		0.3636020861		7.3243978884		0.1818010431				24		galactitol		7.62 ± 0.33		7.3 ± 0.26		6.53 ± 0.36		7.32 ± 0.18		±

		Xylitol		9.242459601		0.6159981971		7.304283511		0.2328254339		7.5925863875		0.4355765023		7.8653375653		0.2328254339				53		xylitol		9.24 ± 0.62		7.3 ± 0.23		7.59 ± 0.44		7.87 ± 0.23		±

		Glucarate		6.1332875688		0.4400228667		6.0775485496		0.2653437724		5.0290114122		0.2933485778		6.7217610702		0.2653437724				25		glucarate		6.13 ± 0.44		6.08 ± 0.27		5.03 ± 0.29		6.72 ± 0.27		±

		Ascorbate		4.6960181182		0.4049475388		3.8034765543		0.3306382809		3.6472678084		0.3621960896		4.6113051284		0.3061115662				14		ascorbate		4.7 ± 0.4		3.8 ± 0.33		3.65 ± 0.36		4.61 ± 0.31		±

		Fructose		10.6882071533		0.2470792451		10.7956509317		0.1747114097		10.4139125481		0.1678572929		11.713771355		0.1513045191				21		fructose		10.69 ± 0.25		10.8 ± 0.17		10.41 ± 0.17		11.71 ± 0.15		±

		Fucose		6.254640084		0.4288110212		5.7175147405		0.1828456338		7.071524166		0.4288110212		6.6589877347		0.1516075905				22		fucose		6.25 ± 0.43		5.72 ± 0.18		7.07 ± 0.43		6.66 ± 0.15		±

		sorbitol		9.709256167		0.2313933493		7.9506133842		0.1034822517		8.6604171945		0.1636198064		10.42195961		0.2313933493				46		sorbitol		9.71 ± 0.23		7.95 ± 0.1		8.66 ± 0.16		10.42 ± 0.23		±

		Lactose		6.6512378962		0.3401788004		7.1004030502		0.205135535		5.9971340488		0.3042651689		7.8509971941		0.1700894002				34		lactose		6.65 ± 0.34		7.1 ± 0.21		6 ± 0.3		7.85 ± 0.17		±

		Sucrose		8.8736342617		0.8045012064		8.121830776		0.5688682585		8.2445498652		0.6231639549		6.3417448444		0.594163518				47		sucrose		8.87 ± 0.8		8.12 ± 0.57		8.24 ± 0.62		6.34 ± 0.59		±

		Galactarate		5.6377208496		0.2975631526		6.6855121978		0.2837153339		5.2727773054		0.2514867644		7.3887426384		0.2352443275				23		galactarate		5.64 ± 0.3		6.69 ± 0.28		5.27 ± 0.25		7.39 ± 0.24		±

		N, Acetylglucosamine		4.1786077058		0.4525510353		4.0735792126		0.261280462		4.2121330596		0.2862184058		4.6756791058		0.2262755176				40		N-acetylglucosamine		4.18 ± 0.45		4.07 ± 0.26		4.21 ± 0.29		4.68 ± 0.23		±



																								Glycolysis and Krebs Cycle Derivatives



																								pyruvate		7.23 ± 0.29		5.5 ± 0.29		5.75 ± 0.27		4.94 ± 0.25

																								acetate		5 ± 0.4		3.28 ± 0.36		3.23 ± 0.38		4.6 ± 0.3

																								malonate		3.83 ± 0.25		4.04 ± 0.24		3.09 ± 0.23		4.82 ± 0.21

																								2-methylmaleate		3.7 ± 0.31		2.63 ± 0.27		2.94 ± 0.25		2.68 ± 0.43

																								4-aminobutyrate (GABA)		5.82 ± 0.24		6.98 ± 0.17		6.33 ± 0.19		8.18 ± 0.19

																								N-acetylaspartate		3.73 ± 0.23		3.14 ± 0.37		1.97 ± 0.29		3.84 ± 0.26



																								Glycerophospholipid Metabolism



																								glycerone		2.32 ± 0.35		0.77 ± 0.6		1.03 ± 0.29		0.33 ± 0.42

																								acetol		4.61 ± 0.36		3.34 ± 0.68		3.57 ± 0.28		3.95 ± 0.36

																								phosphocholine		2.78 ± 1.02		5.57 ± 0.72		4.37 ± 0.64		2.61 ± 1.44

																								trimethylamine		1.55 ± 0.37		1.37 ± 0.39		0.68 ± 0.43		2.39 ± 0.26



																								Branched-chain Amino Acid Metabolism



																								valine		3.65 ± 0.3		4.67 ± 0.28		2.49 ± 0.25		5.49 ± 0.24

																								isobutyrate		3.64 ± 0.63		3.09 ± 0.73		2.04 ± 0.63		3.42 ± 0.9

																								3-hydroxyisovalerate		4.23 ± 0.42		5.18 ± 0.31		3.49 ± 0.31		4.31 ± 0.26



																								Glycine, Serine, and Arginine Metabolism



																								biotin		5.87 ± 0.43		3.76 ± 0.27		4.78 ± 0.35		5.64 ± 0.3

																								glycolate		6.29 ± 0.48		4.92 ± 0.44		5.51 ± 0.42		6.27 ± 0.41

																								glycerate-2-phosphate		7.75 ± 0.26		6.97 ± 0.17		6.87 ± 0.24		7.86 ± 0.16

																								glycerate		7.59 ± 0.52		8.51 ± 0.29		7.65 ± 0.37		9.45 ± 0.23

																								ethylene glycol		10.29 ± 0.53		8.42 ± 0.53		8.95 ± 0.49		7.03 ± 0.46

																								glycine		9.95 ± 0.49		8.36 ± 0.49		8.66 ± 0.46		8.7 ± 0.44

																								sarcosine		3.44 ± 0.45		3.85 ± 0.64		3.49 ± 0.41		5.84 ± 0.36

																								creatine		2.08 ± 0.95		1.49 ± 0.55		1.85 ± 0.73		3.29 ± 0.45

																								methylguanidine		3.66 ± 0.4		2.12 ± 0.49		3.99 ± 0.36		4.37 ± 0.31

																								guanidoacetate		9.78 ± 0.43		7.54 ± 0.39		8.9 ± 0.38		8.93 ± 0.34

																								dimethylglycine		1.51 ± 0.51		1.58 ± 0.45		2.18 ± 0.45		2.9 ± 0.36

																								5-aminolevulinate		5.3 ± 0.28		4.92 ± 0.25		4.56 ± 0.23		6.03 ± 0.22

																								dimethylamine		5.52 ± 0.82		2.53 ± 1.07		9.6 ± 0.76		7.31 ± 0.79



																								Shikimate Pathway



																								ferulate		2.57 ± 0.24		3.31 ± 0.21		1.76 ± 0.2		4.55 ± 0.27

																								syringate		0.15 ± 0.74		3.38 ± 0.62		0.62 ± 0.65		5.38 ± 0.49

																								acetylsalicylate		2.9 ± 0.29		3.22 ± 0.28		1.37 ± 0.28		3.64 ± 0.23

		2-methylmaleate		3.7031903367		0.3075216634		2.6296783339		0.2663215728		2.9439462194		0.2510903868		2.6817050953		0.4349013072				2		3-hydroxyphenylacetate		2.21 ± 0.35		2.47 ± 0.46		2.47 ± 0.38		3.8 ± 0.38		±

																								5-hydroxyindole-3-acetate		2.38 ± 0.38		2.23 ± 0.3		1.81 ± 0.34		3.24 ± 0.21

																								xanthurenate		2.89 ± 0.31		4.2 ± 0.23		1.35 ± 0.28		4.12 ± 0.19



																								Pentose Phosphate Pathway



																								pyridoxine		2.88 ± 0.43		0.16 ± 0.36		0.82 ± 0.36		0.54 ± 0.3

																								caffeine		3.09 ± 0.57		3.44 ± 0.47		1.58 ± 0.4		2.92 ± 0.36

																								thymine		2.72 ± 0.42		2.36 ± 0.26		2.25 ± 0.32		4.08 ± 0.2

																								methylhistidine		4.23 ± 0.63		2.51 ± 0.47		2.86 ± 0.47		2.71 ± 0.43

																								xanthine		4.22 ± 0.34		3.81 ± 0.35		4.7 ± 0.34		5.34 ± 0.31

																								histamine		2.77 ± 0.37		2.81 ± 0.33		1.92 ± 0.39		4.29 ± 0.29

																								uridine		2.81 ± 0.27		3.74 ± 0.38		1.89 ± 0.38		4.93 ± 0.11

																								1,7-dimethylxanthine		3.32 ± 1.5		1.85 ± 0.43		1.07 ± 1.5		3.42 ± 0.39

																								anserine		3.01 ± 0.35		3.15 ± 0.34		2.19 ± 0.39		4.04 ± 0.29

		1, 7, Dimethylxanthine		3.321928095		1.4954009094		1.8494259006		0.4316850588		1.070389328		1.4954009094		3.4157274125		0.3861108545				1												±

		2-methylmaleate		3.7031903367		0.3075216634		2.6296783339		0.2663215728		2.9439462194		0.2510903868		2.6817050953		0.4349013072				2												±

		3, Hydroxyisovalerate		4.2299614232		0.4175227715		5.1760074143		0.3083610028		3.4932512436		0.3083610028		4.3109495866		0.2556794366				3												±

		3, Hydroxyphenylacetate		2.208244238		0.3511729074		2.4666612472		0.4645580901		2.4678251275		0.3793100922		3.7961069992		0.3793100922				4												±

		4, Aminobutyrate		5.8232628207		0.2434302504		6.9823112516		0.1721311808		6.3284102554		0.1885602612		8.1768872175		0.1885602612				5												±

		5, Aminolevulinate		5.3031282989		0.2758363019		4.9236888564		0.2518029412		4.5588154078		0.2331242241		6.0281135856		0.2180677438				6												±

		5, Hydroxyindole, 3, acetate		2.379078703		0.3770089963		2.233963934		0.2980517817		1.8063395053		0.3441605528		3.2425366204		0.210754436				7												±

		Acetate		5.0038012512		0.3957873736		3.2759578141		0.3580031496		3.2269280128		0.3754768709		4.5983747176		0.2968405302				8												±

		acetol		4.610922646		0.364291675		3.3394584935		0.6815273184		3.5677417609		0.2782323626		3.9452531886		0.364291675				9												±

		Acetylsalicylate		2.902525367		0.2921699662		3.2157886439		0.2754604858		1.3735004172		0.2754604858		3.6361920258		0.2291969783				10												±

		Anserine		3.0081025949		0.3529103559		3.1527747927		0.3378859414		2.1946846491		0.3901570784		4.0351386676		0.2926178088				11												±

		anthine		4.2197619407		0.3398474266		3.8128190125		0.3549590604		4.6997617708		0.3398474266		5.3428810193		0.3146375784				12												±

		anthurenate		2.8941035445		0.3073604883		4.2012154745		0.2270007646		1.3491979243		0.2845605179		4.1150028879		0.1882190908				13												±

		Biotin		5.8663187238		0.4301413826		3.7639755999		0.272045297		4.7809194955		0.3512089682		5.6356989398		0.3041558885				15												±

		Caffeine		3.091820207		0.5708552185		3.4352908246		0.4661013341		1.5758423928		0.4036555961		2.9152409493		0.3610405409				16												±

		Histamine		2.7722833789		0.3669606145		2.8056747204		0.3319283648		1.9195994947		0.3892205084		4.2889949619		0.2942230487				32												±

		Isobutyrate		3.6437759312		0.6331787979		3.0947269867		0.7311318988		2.0390066073		0.6331787979		3.4211751715		0.8954500434				33												±

		Malonate		3.8336949909		0.245568426		4.0405240947		0.2351138679		3.0859458131		0.2258900976		4.8180361976		0.2102922364				35												±

		Methylguanidine		3.6566622481		0.4017912542		2.1248920015		0.492091778		3.9883070734		0.3634338639		4.3661469696		0.3112261673				37												±

		Methylhistidine		4.2324474585		0.6322699162		2.5147309495		0.4669622801		2.8580922539		0.4669622801		2.712621377		0.4295428233				38												±

		N, Acetylaspartate		3.7331796598		0.2268370294		3.1392841713		0.3704233179		1.9726489362		0.2869286683		3.8370973457		0.26192884				39												±

		N, N, Dimethylglycine		1.5099325686		0.5077216459		1.5800774581		0.4541200455		2.1776692797		0.4541200455		2.9040339414		0.3590134187				41												±

		O, Phosphocholine		2.778521208		1.0155289753		5.5656433393		0.718087425		4.3742724342		0.6422769184		2.608809243		1.4361748499				42												±

		Pyridoxine		2.8762418666		0.4257780454		0.1617783539		0.3562314708		0.8190976263		0.3562314708		0.5376306234		0.3010705432				43												±

		Pyruvate		7.2321750367		0.2919544355		5.4992652519		0.2919544355		5.7512919246		0.2702972846		4.9403019586		0.2528399579				44												±

		Sarcosine		3.4370394877		0.450964278		3.8522814098		0.6377597981		3.4905366253		0.4116721795		5.8391642436		0.3565185655				45												±

		Syringate		0.1479179154		0.7415275622		3.3764505348		0.6204064699		0.6232768158		0.65396584		5.3791753502		0.49047438				48												±

		Thymine		2.7186218603		0.4173757605		2.3593567705		0.255589411		2.2453287986		0.3232978739		4.0760793628		0.2005008299				49												±

		Trimethylamine		1.5536664726		0.3693411154		1.3749950191		0.3948422608		0.6825578712		0.4264783849		2.3890590799		0.2611636073				50												±

		Uridine		2.80558619		0.2716450852		3.744161096		0.3841641636		1.887525271		0.3841641636		4.9343298168		0.1108986416				51												±

		Valine		3.6527904316		0.2984284909		4.6703288785		0.2845404016		2.4865135299		0.2522181088		5.4856220604		0.2359284375				52												±
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